
Medici Art 



Vision

 Cultural and artistic products play an important role in our outside work life, but they 
are also a key element in human history, tradition, culture, and evolution.

 Around the world artists, the main creators of these products, have little to no access to 
funds, and the Covid19 pandemic proved we need more tools for the art community.

 Medici Art it’s a platform that brings the artist and the consumer back together. It’s a
 space where anyone can easely support their favourit artists, and gain incentive while doing 
so.

 

Art is too important not to share
- Romero Britto



Donation

 Once a project gets approved by the Medici Family, a smart contract will be created 
with a wallet address for the coins to be stored. Anyone can send a donation in any amount. 

 If the project gets canceled or removed from the platform, for any reason, the smart 
the contract will automatically send the coins back to the donor.
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Fraud

Giving back to the community

 The Medici Team cares for every single project, time, and money that people 
invest. Thus, if an artist applies with a project, gets approved, and receives a full donation, 
he must later provide proof of the work. 

 Proof can consist in: photos, shot movies, interviews or anything else. 

 Those who refuse to bring any proof will lose access to future project submissions. 

 All the artists must complete the KYC.
 All the transactions can be verified on the block explorer. 

 Depending on the project, people can receive rewards for their donations.
  Those rewards can be NFTs, tickets to the show/ event, and any other rewards that the 
artists can offer. 
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 For all the artists who brought their vision to life, we give the opportunity to sell their art,
backing real word art with the security and the financial system made possible by 
the blockchain tehnologie.

   The first time and NFT gets sold, the Medici Platform will take a fee percentage 
that will be add into a Donation Pool. This way both the platform and the creator of the NFT
 will be able to support now projects and upcoming artist. 

  

 The creator can opt to receive a percentage everytime the NFT gets resold.

  

Medici Family NFT Market Place



Bringing DeFi to Artists

 In various parts of the world, rasing funds to start a cultural or artistic project is no 
easy  task. Lots of artists fund their project with their own capital, but for larger projects they 
have to look for suport from goverments or sponsors. 

 But the art belongs to the people, and it should also be encouraged by people.

 Medici Art will allow everyone with a crypto wallet to support their favourite artist, and 
become a part of the next cultural movement. 

 

 In order to encourage the community to engage with the artists, every member will 
receive an incentive upon casting a vote.

 We belive in equality of opportunity. Anyone, regarless of age, and experience, can apply, 
but only the most valuable project will pass. 


